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Abstract. Biomedical imaging when combined with digital image analysis is capable of quantitative morpho-
logical and physiological characterizations of biological structures. Recent fluorescence microscopy techniques
can collect hundreds of focal plane images from deeper tissue volumes, thus enabling characterization of three-
dimensional (3-D) biological structures at subcellular resolution. Automatic analysis methods are required to
obtain quantitative, objective, and reproducible measurements of biological quantities. However, these images
typically contain many artifacts such as poor edge details, nonuniform brightness, and distortions that vary along
different axes, all of which complicate the automatic image analysis. Another challenge is due to “multitarget
labeling,” in which a single probe labels multiple biological entities in acquired images. We present a “jelly filling”
method for segmentation of 3-D biological images containing multitarget labeling. Intuitively, our iterative seg-
mentation method is based on filling disjoint tubule regions of an image with a jelly-like fluid. This helps in the
detection of components that are “floating” within a labeled jelly. Experimental results show that our proposed
method is effective in segmenting important biological quantities. © 2018 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
(SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMI.5.4.044006]
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1 Introduction
Biomedical imaging modalities are important for understanding
biological structures and functions. Recent developments in
optical sectioning techniques and specimen preparation have
made it possible to collect high-resolution images deep in bio-
logical tissues.1–3 This has enabled researchers to characterize
large-scale structures at subcellular resolution and study various
biological processes and mechanisms involving them.
Due to the size and complexity of this data, manual analysis
becomes impractical. Automatic methods are required for quan-
titative, objective, and reproducible outcomes.4,5 However, fluo-
rescence images collected from biological specimens present
numerous challenges to automated methods of image analysis.
Such images are typically anisotropic and with a variety of
aberrations.6,7 The distortions in such images vary along the dif-
ferent axes such that images from deeper parts of a tissue contain
a higher amount of distortions. For images taken successively
in the z-direction (or depth) by shifting the focal plane deeper
in the sample, image contrast decreases with depth. This reduced
contrast worsens a common problem of fluorescence of having
very low signal levels consisting of as little as a single photon.8
Biological samples are typically labeled with multiple probes
such that each spectral channel of an image represents fluores-
cence of a specific probe that chemically binds a certain biologi-
cal entity in the sample. When one probe labels multiple such
entities, one color channel represents two or more structures
(or multiple targets), which we call “multitarget labeling.” The
challenge here is to automatically detect and quantify these
structures separately.9 Also, the color channel isolation is
often imperfect causing crosstalk between different spectral
channels.6 In in-vivo imaging, motion artifacts are introduced
as a result of respiration and heartbeat of the live specimen.10
In the past years, several image processing techniques have
been developed for segmenting and analyzing biological
images. Edge detection methods proposed by Canny11 and
Harris12 are widely used for segmenting boundaries of biologi-
cal quantities. Primary image processing methods, such as
thresholding,13 morphological operations,14,15 and 2-D/3-D fil-
ters with various kernels,16 are used as preprocessing to remove
noise and distortions and to binarize images before doing
segmentation.
Active contours (also known as snakes) is a widely used
segmentation approach.17,18 In principle, an active contour is
a curve that evolves within an image from some initial position
toward the boundary of the biological object. The evolution
of the snake is formulated as a minimization problem and its
associated cost function is usually referred to as snake energy.
Edge-based active contours17,19 compute an image gradients
map to identify objects. Snakes has been investigated using
region-based approaches, seeking an energy equilibrium
between the foreground and the background.20 The region-
based methods can typically produce better segmentation results
than the edge-based methods. Yet, they fail to segment images
with inhomogeneous intensities.21 Stochastic active contour
scheme (STACS) is another popular technique that uses textures,
edge, and region-based information.22 A topology-preserving
active contour method that uses image topology with “level-
set formulation” is developed in Ref. 23. Other variants of
STACS include a method based on vector field convolution24
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and an open active contour model developed to analyze actin
filament.25 A 3-D extension to this concept known as active sur-
faces is proposed in Ref. 7 that considers images as a 3-D vol-
ume using modified energy functions. Despite a large amount of
work that has been presented on active contour and its varia-
tions, this approach still suffers from many limitations and short-
comings, such as its high sensitivity to initial curves, noise, bias
field, nonuniform image contrast, and its inability to discrimi-
nate multiple biological objects.18,26
Watershed technique is another popular segmentation
approach based on mathematical morphology.27 Many varia-
tions of this approach have been proposed over the years. A
seeded watershed method makes use of “seeds” as the pixels
used for initializing regions.28 Another method presented in
Ref. 29 uses prior probabilistic information with the watershed
transform. A two-step watershed method is presented in Ref. 30.
In this method, three types of cell structures: nuclei, cell walls,
and cell-to-cell contacts are segmented in order to distinguish
different actin-binding proteins from the images of epithelial
cells. Although watershed variants are widely used for image
analysis for various applications, they typically tend to overseg-
ment quantities in biological images, resulting into thousands of
small basins.29 Like active contours, watershed methods are also
highly sensitive to image noise. Also, watershed typically pro-
duces bad segmentation results in low contrast and poor edge-
areas that are typical in microscopy images. To address the over-
segmentation issue, the use of a marker image is described in
Ref. 31, which claims to reduce the number of minima in
an image. The use of anisotropic filters32 has been proposed to
alleviate image noise.
Active mask framework that uses region-based and voting-
based function with multiscale and multiresolution capability is
proposed in Ref. 33. A region-partition method called discrete
region competition is proposed in Ref. 34. A sliding band filter-
based joint segmentation approach presented in Ref. 35, that is
useful in detecting overall convex shapes. To segment vascula-
ture in 3-D, a technique that uses noise modeling, planer geom-
etry, and adaptive region growing is presented in Ref. 36.
A approach for coupling image restoration-segmentation37
has been proved effective in segmenting 3-D biological struc-
tures, e.g., the endoplasmic reticulum and the Drosophila
wing disc. This approach uses noise modeling, planer geometry
to detect candidate voxels, followed by an adaptive region grow-
ing scheme to segment weakly labeled vessels. In Ref. 38, a
statistical point process-based approach is applied to segment
biological objects that can be modeled with shape parameters,
such as cellular nuclei. A popular edge and ridge-based method
that uses steerable filters for feature detection is proposed in
Ref. 39. Many of these methods are developed to fulfill specific
image analysis goals for particular type of images.
Many learning-based methods have been developed for
medical image analysis. This includes many data-driven convo-
lutional neural network (CNN)-based approaches, such as deep
learning, that have been recently developed and proven success-
ful for the analysis of mammograms, cardiovascular, and
microscopy images.40 An efficient deep contour-aware network
is proposed to automatically segment glands from histology
images, under a unified multitask learning framework.41 A
multiple instance learning-based framework that is designed
using a CNN architecture to analyze mammalian and yeast data-
sets is presented in Ref. 42. Most such methods need some
amount of prior training, which involves using the ground
truth information.43 In many imaging-based experiments,
such as in-vivo fluorescence microscopy, ground truth is impos-
sible to obtain since both the shape and position of an object are
fluid in living animals and are inevitably altered in the process of
isolating and fixing tissues.7 To obtain hand-segmented results
from an expert clinician for multiple 3-D volumes to be used as
the training data, it becomes significantly difficult and tedious.
Figure 1 shows some examples of our image data.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show single focal plane images collected
from fixed rat kidney tissue labeled with rhodamine-phalloidin
using multiphoton microscopy. The two images, which were
collected at different depths, show phalloidin labeling of both
the basement membrane of proximal tubules (outlining the
tubule boundaries) as well as the brush borders that extend
into the tubule lumens. Here, our first image analysis goal is
to segment the tubule boundaries for measuring tubule diameter
or volume. Second, it is also intended to isolate the brush border
of the tubule lumens for measuring the volume of the brush bor-
der. Figure 1(c) shows an example of a single channel of images
taken from a rat liver such that the fluorescent probe labels cell
boundaries and endothelia. The segmentation goal here is to
highlight blood vessels and cell–cell junctions, in order to quan-
titatively characterize the vascular space and hepatocytes.
Figure 1(d) shows an example of DCE-MRI breast images
taken using the TWIST Dixon pulse sequence technique.44
It is intended that breasts from the images are highlighted and
isolated from the body. It is also desired to quantify fat versus
fibroglandular tissue inside each breast. Each type of above
data thus contains a single probe labeling multiple biological
entities or targets that need to be discriminated based on their
3-D structural properties.
We earlier proposed a “jelly filling” segmentation approach
that can segment separable biological entities characterized by
closed shapes outlined by their boundaries.9 In this paper, we
Fig. 1 Examples of our image data. (a), (b) Rat kidney tissue image, (c) rat liver image, and (d) DCE-MRI
breast image. Images (a), (b), and (c) were obtained using taken using multiphoton microscopy, and
(d) was obtained using TWIST Dixon pulse sequence technique.
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extend our previous method by doing motion-compensation for
the images used for the z-direction correction and by improving
the stopping criterion. We provide further results for kidney,
liver, and mammogram images. We present a comparison of
the results obtained using our proposed method and some
existing segmentation methods in terms of visual and objective
analysis. We also present a preliminary analysis of the iterative
behavior of our proposed method, indicating a stable conver-
gence. Note that we call the outer encapsulations (i.e., tubule,
cell, breasts) simply “boundaries” and the inside remains
(i.e., brush borders, endothelia/vascular space, breast tissues)
“lumen” throughout the description of our method. An overview
of our approach is presented next.
2 Overview of Our Approach
As shown in Fig. 2, we first use adaptive thresholding on the
original grayscale images to produce binary images. (The fluo-
rescence microscopy images collected from rat kidneys and liv-
ers typically consist of two channels that reflect the fluorescence
of the two probes added to the tissue. We first separate the color
channel corresponding to the probe used to label multiple bio-
logical targets, to obtain grayscale images.) Adaptive threshold-
ing is effective in dealing with radial intensity drop in an image
because a local statistic is used as a threshold to segment each
pixel as foreground/background. To be able to separate bounda-
ries and lumen, we use an iterative segmentation approach that
aims to detect “floating” elements inside the disjoint regions cor-
responding to biological encapsulations, such as tubules, liver
cells, or breasts. Intuitively, our method is based on filling a dis-
joint region of an image with a “jelly-like” fluid with a unique
label. This helps in the detection of components that are floating
within a “labeled-jelly.” The “viscosity” of the jelly can be con-
trolled using simple morphological operations, such as erosion
and dilation using a specific structural element.15,45 The images
generally have a lower sampling rate in the z-direction and
lumen cannot be typically separated as a completely separate
3-D component from the tubule boundaries. Therefore,
instead of using a 3-D component analysis, we use a 2-D com-
ponent analysis to detect a part of lumen as a floating component
in an image and then use it to “correct” the segmented images
from the adjacent focal planes, consequently improving the
3-D segmentation. To account for in-vivo specimen movement
(such as due to respiration or heartbeat), motion compensation is
done to align subsequent 2-D segmented images, prior to the
correction. We express this correction mathematically as
“motion-compensated z-series consistency potential.” We also
use a 2-D “neighborhood voting potential” to consider the effect
of neighboring segmented pixels and define a clear separation
between the boundary and lumen regions. This approach is con-
ceptually based on region-growing techniques, such as the one
mentioned in Refs. 33 and 34. In each iteration, each pixel is
segmented/classified as either belonging to “boundary” or
“lumen” using a potential function that considers the influence
of the above mentioned factors. This process is repeated until the
relative change (expressed as a percentage) in pixel classifica-
tion decreases below a fixed level for each image. Details of the
proposed segmentation method are provided next.
3 Jelly Filling Segmentation
Let I zp , p ¼ f1; 2; : : : ; Pg be the grayscale input images for our
segmentation method, where p indicates the index of the focal
plane from which an image is collected. P is the total number of
images collected from one 3-D biological sample. Let STh;zp
denote the binary images after adaptive thresholding. The iter-
ative segmentation process begins with an initial configuration
of boundaries and lumen denoted by ψ ðiÞB;zp and ψ
ðiÞ
L;zp
, respec-
tively. Let ψ ðkÞB;zp and ψ
ðkÞ
L;zp
denote, respectively, the configuration
of “boundaries” and “lumen,” obtained from I zp , after the k’th
(k ¼ 1; 2; 3; : : : ) iteration. The final segmented configurations
of I zp are denoted by ψ
ðfÞ
B;zp
and ψ ðfÞL;zp . A pixel from an
image is denoted by s. Now, we describe each step of our pro-
posed jelly filling segmentation.
3.1 Adaptive Thresholding
The main purpose of this step is to separate the foreground that
represents the presence of a biological structure. To do this, we
use an adaptive thresholding scheme that uses 3-D neighbor-
hood information. In particular, let the w1 × w2 × w3 3-D win-
dow (ΩTh) centered at pixel s and let τzpðsÞ be the mean pixel
intensity of the neighborhood ΩTh. The local mean τzpðsÞ is
used as the corresponding threshold for s as indicated by
Eq. (1) below and I zpðsÞ is used to denote the intensity of
the pixel at location s within the volume I :
Fig. 2 Flow chart of the proposed approach.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;752STh;zpðsÞ ¼

1 if I zpðsÞ ≥ τzpðsÞ
0 if I zpðsÞ < τzpðsÞ : (1)
We use the outcome of this step as our initial segmentation.
For the p’th image, we set ψ ð0ÞB;zp ¼ STh;zp and ψ
ð0Þ
L;zp
≡ 0, i.e., all
pixels that exceed their corresponding thresholds are initially
labeled as belonging to boundaries. This also contains the pixels
belonging to lumen, which are separated from the boundaries in
the subsequent steps of our iterative framework.
3.2 Background Labeling
This step separates the disjoint background regions from the out-
put of the adaptive thresholding and assigns them with different
labels. Because of the underlying biological structure, the back-
ground is composed of regions belonging to different biological
compartments that can be separated into disjoint sets of pixels.
Intuitively, this can be viewed as filling these disjoint compart-
ments (or encapsulated regions) with a “jelly-like” fluid. The
viscosity of this fluid reflects into the pixel neighborhood
used for finding disjoint regions of the background.
Consider a boundary configuration ψ ðk−1ÞB;zp resulting from the
(k − 1)’th iteration. ψ ðk−1ÞB;zp is used as the starting configuration
for k’th iteration. Let ΛðkÞzp denote the background image the k’th
iteration. ΛðkÞzp is derived from ψ
ðk−1Þ
B;zp
as follows:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;456ΛðkÞzp ¼ fsjψ ðk−1ÞB;zp ðsÞ ¼ 0g: (2)
Let us assume that there areM disjoint background regions in
ΛðkÞzp . Each such disjoint background region is labeled as λ
ðkÞ
m;zp ,
such that
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;389ΛðkÞzp ¼
[
m¼1;2;: : :M
λðkÞm;zp ; (3)
and each λðkÞm;zp represents a group of pixels belonging to the bio-
logical entity enclosed by the boundary. Each λðkÞm;zp is obtained
using the connected component labeling using a four-point
neighborhood to ΛðkÞzp .
16
3.3 Segmentation Based on a Potential Function Pð·Þ
The goal is to separate the pixels belonging to lumen from those
of boundaries. We consider three factors that influence this
separation:
• A pixel belonging to a “floating” component is likely to
be segmented as lumen.
• It is important to maintain structural consistency in the
z-direction. A motion-compensated segmentation correc-
tion in the z-direction is developed to model this factor.
• The effect of segmentation of neighboring pixels of
an image needs to be considered to determine whether
a pixel belongs to boundaries or lumen.
We consider influence of these factors in terms of values
assigned to each pixel, obtained using potential functions each
of which corresponds to a factor. The total potential is the sum-
mation of these individual potentials, such that the sign of this
summation determines whether a pixel is classified as boundary
or lumen. For each p’th image Izp , ψ
ðkÞ
B;zp
and ψ ðkÞL;zp are updated
based on STh;zp and a potential function Pð·Þ.
Pixels classified as background pixels are not considered to
be a part of either boundary or lumen. Thus,
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;326;701ψ ðkÞB;zpðsÞ ¼ ψ
ðkÞ
L;zp
ðsÞ ¼ 0 for all s ∈= STh;zp : (4)
Next, PðkÞzp ðsÞ is obtained for only the pixels s, where
STh;zpðsÞ ¼ 1. Based on the sign of PðsÞ, each pixel s is
assigned to be either a member of boundaries ψ ðkÞB;zp or lumen
ψ ðkÞL;zp according to
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;326;613ψ ðkÞB;zpðsÞ ¼

1 if s ∈ STh;zp andP
ðkÞ
zp ðsÞ ≤ 0
0 otherwise
(5)
and
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;326;562ψ ðkÞL;zpðsÞ ¼

1 if s ∈ STh;zp andP
ðkÞ
zp ðsÞ > 0
0 otherwise
: (6)
Now, PðkÞzp ðsÞ is the sum of three components: PðkÞF;zpðsÞ, float-
ing component potential; PðkÞM;zpðsÞ, motion compensated z-series
consistency potential; and PðkÞN;zpðsÞ, neighborhood voting poten-
tial. In sum:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;326;468PðkÞzp ðsÞ ¼ PðkÞF;zpðsÞ þ P
ðkÞ
M;zp
ðsÞ þ PðkÞN;zpðsÞ: (7)
Note that Pð·Þ, PFð·Þ, PMð·Þ, and PNð·Þ are defined only for
all pixels s, such that STh;zpðsÞ ¼ 1. Henceforth, we will assume
STh;zpðsÞ ¼ 1 for all future references to s, unless specified
otherwise.
3.3.1 Floating component potential PF ð·Þ
This potential represents identifying a component that is “float-
ing” in one background region and labeling it as lumen. A float-
ing component is defined as a connected component with only
one label surrounded by the background. To obtain the floating
component potential during iteration k, we consider ψ ðk−1ÞB;zp , the
configuration of boundaries from the (k − 1)’th iteration, and
λðkÞm;zp for m ¼ 1; 2; : : : ;M, the disjoint background regions,
as described earlier. Let C denote the set of all connected com-
ponents in ψ ðk−1ÞB;zp obtained using four-pixel neighborhood con-
nectivity. Each c ∈ C is a set of pixels belonging to a single
connected component. The outer boundary of each c, denoted
by bc, is next found by selecting the boundary pixels of the mor-
phological dilation of c using the same structural element used
to account for the viscosity of the jelly. Also, let CF (CF ⊆ C)
denote the set of all floating components, that is
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;326;182CF ¼ fcjbc ⊆ λðkÞl;zp ; for some l ∈ f1; 2; : : : ;Mgg: (8)
Now, we assign floating point potential (PF) to each pixel s
as follows:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;326;129PðkÞF;zpðsÞ ¼

αf if s ∈ CF
−αf otherwise
; (9)
where αf is a positive constant, whose value is chosen in such
a way so as to influence the labeling of floating components
as lumen.
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3.3.2 Motion-compensated z-series consistency potential
PMð·Þ
While iteratively processing the images from successive focal
planes, it is important to maintain structural continuity in all
directions. This can be accomplished if the segmentation of
neighboring images along the z-direction influences the seg-
mentation of current image. To do this, we use wZ boundary
configurations in either direction along the z-axis (total of 2 ×
wZ images) from the previous, i.e., k − 1’th iteration: ψ
ðk−1Þ
B;zpþn ,
n ∈ f−wZ; : : : ;−1; 1; : : : ; wZg. Each of these configurations
is first motion compensated with respect to the p’th image
(ψ ðk−1ÞB;zp ) to counter any movement of the specimen while imag-
ing in-vivo or other imaging effects that vary from one focal
plane to another.
We do motion compensation for each ψ ðk−1ÞB;zpþn individually,
using only ψ ðk−1ÞB;zp as the reference image. Let ψ
ðk−1ÞfMCg
B;zpþn be
the motion-compensated boundary configurations derived from
the corresponding original ψ ðk−1ÞB;zpþn for n ∈ f−wZ; : : : ;−1;
1; : : : ; wZg by selecting the minimum sum of absolute differ-
ence (SAD) translational motion among the motion candidates
from a square window ΩMC a (wMC ×wMC) centered around
the origin.
First, ðmx;myÞ the translational motion in the x-and the
y-direction is obtained using the minimum-SAD:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;63;455
ðmx;myÞ ¼ argmin
ðmcx;mcyÞ∈ΩMC
X
All Pixels
jψ ðk−1ÞB;zpþnðsx þmcx; sy þmcyÞ
− ψ ðk−1ÞB;zp ðsx; syÞj; (10)
where ðsx; syÞ represents the x − y indices of pixel s.
Then, we compute the corresponding motion compensated
boundary and lumen configurations: ψ ðk−1ÞfMCgB;zpþn and ψ
ðk−1ÞfMCg
L;zpþn ,
respectively:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;63;348ψ ðk−1ÞfMCgB;zpþn ðsx; syÞ ¼ ψ
ðk−1Þ
B;zpþnðsx þmx; sy þmyÞ; (11)
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;63;315ψ ðk−1ÞfMCgL;zpþn ðsx; syÞ ¼ ψ
ðk−1Þ
L;zpþnðsx þmx; sy þmyÞ: (12)
Now, we employ a one-dimensional (1-D) Gaussian
function of length (2wz þ 1): fzðnÞ ¼ ½1 − δðnÞ · e−
jnj2
22 , n ¼
−wz; : : : ; 0; : : : ; wz and define PzðsÞ to be as follows:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e013;63;248
PðkÞM;zpðsÞ¼
Xwz
n¼−wz
fψ ðk−1ÞfMCgL;zpþn ðsÞ−αz ·ψ
ðk−1ÞfMCg
B;zpþn ðsÞg ·fzðnÞ;
(13)
where αz is a constant whose value is set to provide suitable
z-series consistency for boundary and lumen classification.
3.3.3 Neighborhood voting potential PNð·Þ
To clearly define the separation between boundary and lumen
segments, a 2-D Gaussian voting function is used. It is concep-
tually similar to the voting-based distributing function used in
the active mask framework.33 We define PnðsÞ to be as follows:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e014;63;90PðkÞN;zpðsÞ ¼ fðψ
ðk−1Þ
L;zp
− ψ ðk−1ÞB;zp Þ  fngðsÞ; (14)
where * represents 2-D convolution and fn is a truncated 2-D
Gaussian function of size ð2wn þ 1Þ × ð2wn þ 1Þ:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e015;326;730fnðx; yÞ ¼
1
Fw;n
· e−
ðjxj2þjyj2Þ
22 ; x; y ¼ −wn; : : : ; 0; : : : ; wn;
(15)
where Fw;n ¼
Pwn
in¼−wn
Pwn
jn¼−wn e
−ðjin j
2þjjn j2Þ
22 .
3.4 Morphological Operations
In order to adjust the viscosity of the jelly or the background
(ΛðkÞzp ), we use morphological opening to the original back-
ground image using a circular structuring element.45 To preserve
a high-level structural continuity, tiny clusters of connected pix-
els can be safely removed from a segmentation configuration.
Algorithm 1: Jelly filling segmentation
Require: Input images Izp , p ¼ 1; 2; : : : ; P
Do Adaptive Thresholding to Izp to obtain STh;zp for
p ¼ 1; 2; : : : ; P
Initialize: ψ ðiÞB;zp ¼ ψ
ð0Þ
B;zp
¼ STh;zp , ψ ðiÞL;zp ¼ ψ
ðkÞ
L;zp
≡ 0 for
p ¼ 1; 2; : : : ; P
Initialize k ¼ 0 to begin the iterative process
while (All images are not done) do
for Each pth image do
DoMorphological Opening of the backgroundΛðkÞzp to account
for the viscosity of the “jelly”
Clean-up: Remove small components of ΛðkÞzp (<γ pixels)
Do Background Labeling using 4-pixel neighborhood
for Each pixel s such that STh;zp ðsÞ ¼ 1 do
Obtain Floating Component Potential PðkÞF ;zp ðsÞ using αf
Obtain Motion-Compensated Z-Series Consistency
Potential P ðkÞM;zp ðsÞ using αz , wz , wMC
Obtain Neighborhood Voting Potential PðkÞN;zp ðsÞ using wn
Obtain Potential Function PðkÞzp ðsÞ using P ðkÞF;zp ðsÞ, P
ðkÞ
M;zp
ðsÞ
and P ðkÞN;zp ðsÞ
Do segmentation to get ψ ðkÞB;zp ðsÞ and ψ
ðkÞ
L;zp
ðsÞ
Clean-up: Remove small components of ψ ðkÞB;zp (<γ pixels)
Compute the change in pixels ΔðkÞzp
if Stopping Criterion Υ is satisfied: ΔðkÞzp < ϵ then
Declare pth image is done
Increment k to go to the next iteration
for Each pth image do
Assign ψ ðf ÞB;zp and ψ
ðf Þ
L;zp
as boundary and lumen segmentation
configurations obtained in the last iteration.
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We call this operation “clean-up,” such that the values of pixels
belonging to components smaller than γ pixels are assigned to 0.
3.5 Stopping Criterion
As stated above, we use percentage change in number of boun-
dary pixels as the stopping criterion. In particular, we define as
follows:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e016;63;667ΔðkÞzp ¼
Diffðψ ðkÞB;zp ;ψ
ðk−1Þ
B;zp
Þ
Total pixels
× 100; (16)
where Diff indicates the number of changed pixels, that is
DiffðA; BÞ ¼PAll pixels (A XOR B). The stopping criterion is
as follows:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e017;63;585ϒ∶ IsΔðkÞzp < ϵ for every p? (17)
The steps of our proposed segmentation method are outlined
in Algorithm 1.
4 Experimental Results
We implemented jelly filling segmentation using MATLAB.
An ImageJ46 plugin is currently under development.
4.1 Image Datasets
For our experiments, we mainly used images obtained using
two-photon microscopy of rat samples. The first type of
image data (K-I, K-II, K-III, and K-IV) is in total 599 kidney
images obtained using fluorescence microscopy. Each image
is of 512 × 512 pixel, containing 8-bit data from three-color
channels. (K-I was provided by Malgorzata Kamocka of
Indiana University and was collected at the Indiana Center
for Biological Microscopy. K-II, K-III, and K-IV were provided
by Tarek Ashkar of the Indiana University Division of
Nephrology.) Images from K-I were taken from a rat kidney
and labeled with TexasRed-phalloidin. Images from K-II,
K-III, and K-IV were taken from a mouse kidney and labeled
with Alexa488-phalloidin. The fluorescence of phalloidin
(which labels filamentous actin) labeled multiple structures in
the tissue, the basement membrane of the tubules, the brush
border of the proximal tubules, and the glomeruli.
The second type of images is of rat liver samples. Liver data-
sets L-I, L-II, L-III, L-IV, L-V, L-VI, and L-VII each contained
8-bit, three-color channels, images (512 × 512 pixel dimen-
sions) of rat liver specimen obtained using fluorescence micros-
copy. Overall, L-I-L-VII consists of 44 images. (The liver data
were provided by Sherry Clendenon and James Sluka of the
Biocomplexity Institute, Indiana University at Bloomington.)
The liver samples are labeled with a fluorescent tomato lectin,
which labels cell boundaries and endothelia.
We also used a third type of data that is composed of
DCE-MRI breast images that use the TWIST Dixon pulse
sequence technique.44 This data consisted of four sets (M-I,
M-II, M-III, and M-IV) each of 128 grayscale mammograms
of 512 × 512 pixel dimensions. (The mammography data was
provided by Yuan Le, Randall Kroeker, Hal Kipfer, and
Chen Lin and was collected at the Department of Radiology
and Imaging Science, Indiana University.) The bright regions
in these images represent breast regions with tissues. The
goal here is to highlight breast regions and isolate and quantify
fat versus fibroglandular tissue inside each breast.
4.2 Parameter Selection
We now discuss the selection of parameters, which are summa-
rized in Table 1 for convenience.
• αf and αz: We aim to provide a stable final configuration
that undergoes practically negligible changes in boundary
and lumen configurations after reaching the stopping cri-
terion. In particular, the parameters αf and αz should be
selected such that a right balance among the potentials is
maintained. Note that the sum of different potentials is
positive, which means we classify the component to be
lumen, otherwise it is boundary. We choose the initial con-
figuration “all boundaries.” As the value of αf increases,
the floating components are more likely to be classified as
lumen. In our experiments, we chose αf ¼ 1 and tested
that a positive value between 0 < αf ≤ 2 gives reasonable
results. As αz increases, the influence of the boundary-
segmented z-series pixels increases that makes pixels
more likely to be classified as boundary. So, the value
of αz needs to be positive but <1. A value close to 1
means that the pixel is highly likely to be classified as
boundary and the final result may resemble the initial
“all-boundaries” configuration. Setting αz ≈ 0 reduces
the effect of the boundaries from the z-series may
cause the undesired “all lumen” configuration. We used
αz ¼ 0.25 to set a reasonable balance with αf ¼ 1 and
a desired range of αz was found experimentally to be
0.1 ≤ αz ≤ 0.9.
• Window lengths w1, w2, w3, wz, wMC, and wn are deter-
mined empirically, as shown in Table 1. Some of these
may need to be changed based on image-dimensions and
other image properties, such as motion, noise etc. For
example, the motion search window is typically between
1 ≤ wMC ≤ 10, where a higher value indicates a larger
motion-search neighborhood at the cost of a higher false
motion and more computations.
• ϵ represents the percentage pixel change for stopping the
iterative process. A higher value would mean stopping at
Table 1 Parameters used for our experiments.
Parameter Description Value Ref. range
αf Floating influence 1 0 < αf ≤ 2
αz Z -series influence 0.25 0.1 ≤ αz ≤ 0.9
w1, w2, w3 Thresholding window 15, 15, 3 –
wz Z -series window 2 1 ≤ wz ≤ 5
wMC Motion-search window 5 1 ≤ wMC ≤ 10
wn Neighborhood window 2 1 ≤ wn ≤ 5
γ Clean-up threshold 50 10 ≤ γ ≤ 100
ϵ Stopping criterion 0.1 Typically, 1/0.1
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an earlier iteration, which may lead to incomplete seg-
mentation. We use 0.1 in our experiments and ϵ ¼ 1
also gives reasonable outcomes.
• γ is decided empirically to be 10 ≤ γ ≤ 100 as number of
pixels in a cluster to be cleaned-up as noise.
Note that we used the same set of parameter values from the
“value” column of Table 1 for our experiments to obtain the seg-
mentation results for all datasets. While it may be possible to
obtain better results than we reported by a more involved selec-
tion approach, we avoided further fine-tuning since it is not
practical to expect it to be done for each application of our
method. Our experiments indicated obtaining a stable final
segmentation that satisfied the stopping criterion for the corre-
sponding reference range of parameters listed in the last column
of Table 1.
4.3 Illustration
Figure 3 shows an illustration of our proposed framework using
K-I data. Our proposed jelly filling iterative segmentation begins
with initial configurations (k ¼ 0) for the p ¼ 112’th image:
ψ ðiÞB;z112 ¼ STh;z112 , ψ
ðiÞ
L;z112
≡ 0, where all pixels are segmented
as boundaries. For subsequent iterations k ¼ 1; 2; : : : , inter-
mediate configurations ψ ðkÞB;z112 , ψ
ðkÞ
L;z112
are generated until the
stopping criterion (Υ) is satisfied. In the example shown, this
occurs at k ¼ 24, leading to the final segmentation results
ψ ðfÞB;z112 ¼ ψ
ð24Þ
B;z112
and ψ ðfÞL;z112 ¼ ψ
ð24Þ
L;z112
.
For an iterative method, it is important to address its conver-
gence. Although in our work we do not discuss theoretical con-
vergence, our experiments indicated a stable convergence for a
range of parameter values without the need of fine-tuning, which
may give even a better performance than reported in this work.
We did some preliminary analysis based on the observed percent
pixel change in the boundary configuration and the segmenta-
tion accuracy at each successive iteration of our proposed
method.
First, the iterative process was allowed to run for over 100
iterations for the 40 images that were hand-segmented. In this
case, the stopping criterion specified earlier in Eq. (17) was not
used. Figure 4(a) shows the percentage of pixels that changed
configurations from boundary to lumen at each iteration k, when
compared with its immediate previous iteration. The vertical bar
at each iteration number indicates the range of % pixel change
for all 40 images, whereas the dot represents the average. Recall
that our initial configuration (iteration 0) is “all boundaries” (or
“no lumen”). There is high positive value of the % pixel change
for k ¼ 1 because our method has detected many “floating”
components that are transfered from boundary configuration
to lumen for the first time. For the next few iterations, the
Fig. 3 An illustrative example showing segmentation outcome at various iterations of our proposedmethod:
from k ¼ 0 (initialization) to 24 (final) red: boundaries, green: lumen. (a) Original, (b) k ¼ 0, (c) k ¼ 1,
(d) k ¼ 2, (e) k ¼ 3, (f) k ¼ 4, (g) k ¼ 5, (h) k ¼ 6, (i) k ¼ 9, (j) k ¼ 12, (k) k ¼ 18, and (l) k ¼ 24.
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pixel change is positive but generally decreasing. This indicates
that during each jelly filling iteration, the segmentation configu-
rations are further refined such that more lumen components are
detected. Approximately around k ¼ 15, for some images, the
pixel change becomes negative. This means that more pixels
changed from lumen back to boundaries than otherwise. For
k > 35, the average percent pixel change remains very close
to 0 with a small range, indicating that there is no significant
change in the boundary and lumen configurations, then on
and for practical purposes, we can terminate the iterative process
since the differences in the configurations seem to become both
statistically and visibly negligible.
Next, we observe the segmentation accuracy for a stack of
images after each iteration of our proposed method. Figure 4(b)
shows the plot of % accuracy at successive iterations for
a set of K-I images, until the process stops producing the
final segmentation result. Each color represents a specific
iteration (k) of our jelly filling method. k ¼ 0 has the lowest
accuracy (60% to 70%) since it was “all-boundaries” configu-
ration initialized using the result of adaptive thresholding. This
configuration is similar to the results obtained using a typical
segmentation method that can discern only a biological entity
based on the pixel intensities. There is a significant increase
in accuracy from k ¼ 0 to k ¼ 1 because the first jelly filling
iteration has detected many “floating” components that are
converted from boundary configuration to lumen. Is can be
observed that the accuracy further increases for all images in
the subsequent iterations: k ¼ 2, 3,4, 5. For k > 5, accuracy
increases in smaller steps that is not shown here to avoid clutter.
When the stopping criterion is satisfied, the final boundary con-
figuration has produced accuracy more than 85% (shown in
blue). It is also interesting to note that accuracy changes across
images. This suggests that some images are “easy” for our pro-
posed method and they generally help improve the segmentation
of the neighboring images, whereas some images are “difficult”
representing significant structural discontinuities or noise.
Fig. 4 Jelly filling: iterative behavior. (a) Pixel change percentage and (b) accuracy.
Fig. 5 Examples of segmentation results for the kidney images, top row: original images, bottom row:
boundaries (red) and lumen (green). (a–c) K-I, (d) K-II, (e) K-III, and (f) K-IV.
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4.4 Segmentation Results and Analysis
Figures 5(a)–5(c) show examples of results using the kidney
images from K-I. As it can be observed, most of the tubule boun-
daries and their corresponding lumen are segmented correctly.
There are a few missing tubules mainly near the image-borders
and a few falsely detected tubules that should have been
classified as lumen. The segmentation errors in the corners are
mainly due to low signal levels resulting from vignetting in
the images. The segmentation results obtained by our method
significantly enhance the ability to visually identify individual
contiguous tubules. Figure 5(c) consists of a glomerulus, an
important biological entity used for characterizing a nephron
of the kidney. Figures 5(d) and 5(e) show images and segmen-
tation results from K-II and K-III, respectively. In these images,
many tubules and lumen are correctly segmented, however,
some lumen areas are wrongly classified as tubules. This is
because the original images contains ring-like lumen in several
parts near the center. Here, the shape that lumen takes, resembles
with the boundary of an elliptical tubule. Also, many lumen
regions are significantly bright, either equal to or even brighter
than the tubule boundaries enclosing them. This causes lumen
to be wrongly segmented as tubule boundaries. Despite some
tubules having small biological mass attached to their walls,
they are correctly segmented as a part of tubule boundary with
most details preserved. An example image shown in Fig. 5(f),
K-IV is more challenging because of very low pixel intensities.
In this case, most tubule boundaries in the original image are
not clearly observable. Our method is still able to generate an
acceptable segmentation, which would be rather difficult to
obtain even by a human observer.
Figure 6 shows a few examples of the segmentation results of
our proposed method as a visual comparison with that obtained
using other segmentation methods for the liver data: L-I, L-II,
L-III, and L-IV. As shown in Figs. 6(c)–6(e), our method is
able to segment most cell boundaries and highlight the vascu-
lar space, generally better than other methods. SteerableJ39
seems to produce better visual segmentation results than active
contour24 and Squassh37 and close to the results of our proposed
method. Note that each Fig. 6(e) is obtained by doing jelly
filling or background labeling on the final segmentation result,
as shown in Fig. 6(c). We tuned parameters of other methods to
obtain the best results based on our understanding of the
method, a reasonable tuning attempts in the spirit of providing
an objective comparison of segmentation results obtained using
various methods.
We hand-segmented a few images and the segmentation
was verified by expert clinician/biologists. We used the hand-
segmentation for visual comparison and also as the ground
truth to get accuracy, type-I, and type-II errors for each method
in the context of segmenting boundaries. Accuracy is obtained
as the ratio of number of correctly segmented boundaries and
background pixels to the total number of pixels. Type-I error
also known as false detection is computed as the ratio of number
of background pixels falsely detected as tubule boundaries to
the total number of pixels. Type-II error also known as missed
detection is computed as the ratio of number of tubule bounda-
ries pixels falsely detected as background to the total number
of pixels. Table 2 provides accuracy, type-I and type-II errors
for the example image from L-I, L-II, L-III, and L-IV. Among
all other comparison methods, Squassh37 seems to perform the
closest to our proposed method. It can be observed that
Squassh37 gives a better accuracy of segmenting boundaries
than our proposed method for data L-I. For L-II, it has the
same accuracy as that of our proposed method. However, for
L-III and L-IV, our proposed method clearly outperforms
Fig. 6 Visual comparison of segmentation results. Rows (from top to bottom): L-I, L-II, L-III, and L-IV data.
(a) Original image, (b) hand-segmentation (used as ground truth), (c–e) our proposed method,
(f) SteerableJ,39 (g) region competition,34 (h) active contour,24 and (i) Squassh.37
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Fig. 7 Segmentation results for M-I-M-IV: (a–c) original mammography images and (d–f) breast and
fat tissue segmentation.
Table 2 Performance comparison of boundary segmentation for liver images from L-I, L-II, L-III and L-IV.
L-I L-II L-III L-IV
Method Acc. Type-I Type-II Acc. Type-I Type-II Acc. Type-I Type-II Acc. Type-I Type-II
Active contour24 78.8% 0.6% 20.5% 82% 0.7% 17.3% 84.4% 0.9% 14.7% 82.5% 0.9% 16.6%
SteerableJ39 82.4% 4.2% 13.4% 84.7% 3.5% 11.8% 85.9% 9.2% 4.9% 83.9% 2.6% 13.5%
Squassh37 87.6% 5.4% 7.1% 87.9% 6.7% 5.4% 86.7% 8% 5.3% 85.4% 6.9% 7.7%
Jelly filling 86.5% 4.2% 9.2% 87.9% 5.3% 6.8% 87.9% 6.7% 5.4% 87.5% 5.1% 7.5%
Fig. 8 3-D visualization of different cross-sections of segmentation outcome.
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other methods. Active contour and SteerableJ perform worse
than our proposed method in terms of accuracy for all tested
datasets. Our method has also produced acceptable Type-I
and Type-II errors.
Figure 7 depicts examples of segmentation results for M-I-
M-IV mammogram images. The breast boundaries and body
outline are segmented and shown in red and the tissues inside
breasts shown in green. Therefore, our method is also effective
in segmenting breasts regions and isolating fat tissues in MRI
mammography images.
Some 3-D visualizations of segmentation produced using our
method are presented in Fig. 8, using a widely used 3-D visu-
alization tool Voxx.47 Figures in the top row depict the structure
of tubule boundaries (red) and lumen (green) in the kidney. In
the top right figure, two glomeruli connected to tubules in the
kidney specimen are visible and clearly identifiable. In the bot-
tom row figures, 3-D visualizations of the liver segmentation are
presented. The cellular structures that are shown in red in the left
image and green in the right image using our proposed method
are important structural entities of the liver. Note that the nuclei
(shown in blue) are segmented from images representing a dif-
ferent color channel using a separate stochastic point process-
based method described in Ref. 38. This demonstrates that
our proposed segmentation framework can produce the desired
outcome and is useful in characterizing various biological struc-
tures and mechanisms.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we described a jelly filling segmentation method
for biological images containing multitarget labeling. Intui-
tively, our proposed method is based on filling disjoint regions
of an image with jelly-like fluids to iteratively refine segments
that represent separable biological entities. We extended our pre-
vious work by developing a motion-compensated z-series func-
tion and an improved stopping criterion. We also provided
further experimental results for a variety of kidney and liver
images collected using intravital microscopy and also DCE-
MRI mammograms. The results indicate that our method is
capable of segmenting biological entities from microscopy
and mammography images. A comparative analysis of various
segmentation methods demonstrates that in many cases, our pro-
posed method gives better segmentation outcome both visually
and quantitatively. We also provided 3-D visualizations of the
results obtained using our segmentation method.
A preliminary analysis using the number of pixel-change and
accuracy indicate that our method seems to converge mathemati-
cally. A detailed proof of the convergence remains future work.
Another future direction is to use the principles of differential
geometry to segment multiple shapes. A statistical distance
function can be used as a segmentation potential to improve
our iterative jelly filling segmentation.
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